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Abstract. The emergence of artificial intelligence has brought many benefits to
society through the automation of activities such as driving cars, product deliv-
ery, item classification, and predicting trends with a greater degree of accuracy.
However, depending on how it is used, it may reflect persistent problems in soci-
ety, such as discrimination. In this paper, we discuss discrimination by artificial
intelligence. We begin by describing this problem and showing that it is a recur-
ring and current problem. Then, we show the origin of this problem and propose
a strategy to deal with it in order to prevent it from happening again. Lastly, we
discuss future works and how the proposed strategy can be put into practice.

1. Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is embedded in the most diverse fields of society, including
language, video and voice processing, virtual voice assistants (such as Alexa from Ama-
zon1), and even in the control of autonomous cars [Lefevre et al. 2015]. According to
Max Tegmark [Discovery 2018], writer and researcher at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), AI is the ability of a machine or system to achieve complex goals, i.e.,
AI is non-biological intelligence. However, despite being a non-biological intelligence, it
may contain behavioral problems, which may have a biological origin (such as prejudice)
and, consequently, reflect some type of discrimination.

Discrimination is widespread throughout society [Sowell 2019]. It can be inter-
preted as the activation of some prejudice, being manifested with negative attitudes toward
the value of specific social groups. These values can be several things, such as ideas, ide-
ologies, gender, race, among others. Consequently, everything that has the participation
of humans is subject to some kind of discriminatory bias, whether intentional or not.

AI algorithms are not neutral, as they can make discriminatory decisions through
biases in their systems. Some people believed machine learning systems (a sub-
field of AI, detailed in Section 3.1) were neutral technologies, where objectivity
prevails over subjectivity [Rosa et al. 2020]. However, [Buolamwini and Gebru 2018,
Vilarino and Vicente 2021, Silva 2019] showed that machine learning models can present
biased behavior and give preference to certain types of groups over others. This was ev-
ident in the year 2016 with Google through its web image search service [York 2016].
Searching for ”three white teenagers” showed pictures of white teenagers smiling, but
searching for ”three black teenagers” showed sketches of black teenagers who had com-
mitted a crime. This sad fact demonstrated that AI can indeed be affected by prejudices
from society [Allen 2016].

1https://developer.amazon.com/alexa



With the emergence of cases of discrimination committed by AI, many solutions
have been proposed in recent years [Suresh and Guttag 2021, Mehrabi et al. 2022]. How-
ever, individual solutions are not enough to deal with the problem, given the complexity
of it. In this work, we intend to investigate the origin of discrimination by AI as well
as propose a strategy to avoid it. We carried out a literature review on occurrences of
discrimination by AI - to analyze the cause of discrimination - in addition to analyzing
measures that have been adopted to prevent discrimination by AI, in order to summarize
such measures and develop an overall strategy.

This paper presents the following contributions:

• We analyze the reasons that lead to discrimination by AI;
• We propose a strategy to deal with discrimination by AI.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3
presents main concepts used in this work. Sections 4 and 5 describe, respectively, the
validation strategy and the results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related work
Several techniques have been proposed to prevent AI discrimination in the literature.
[Kamiran and Calders 2011] proposes several methods for modifying data, including as-
signing weights to individuals to balance the data (Reweighting), changing the sample
sizes of different subgroups to remove the bias in the data (Sampling), and correcting
the labels of some individuals in the data (Massaging). [Dwork et al. 2012] builds a pre-
dictive model in which similar individuals should be treated similarly. They achieved
this using both individual fairness and statistical parity. In [Luong et al. 2011], individual
discrimination is dealt with by putting similar individuals in a cluster. Therewith, discrim-
ination is detected when there is a significantly different decision between the individuals
from the protected cluster and the individuals from the non-protected cluster.

All the above works are focused on handling AI discrimination caused by biased
data. But as we will see (Section 5.1), AI discrimination can be triggered in model learn-
ing, and since we cannot see how a model learned (because it is a black box - see Sec-
tion 3.2), it is necessary to combine other techniques to address AI discrimination more
comprehensively. This work proposes a technique that combines methods to deal with
data bias, the black box problem, and what to do when both techniques are not enough to
prevent AI discrimination.

3. Background
This section covers the essential concepts used in this work. We first review machine
learning concepts and then describe what is discrimination and how it is performed by
AI.

3.1. Machine learning
AI has many sub-fields, including one called Machine Learning. It involves computers
learning from data provided to carry out certain tasks, being very useful for handling
complex tasks, which can be challenging for a human to manually create the needed al-
gorithms. In short, machine learning creates models to learn patterns, through a database,
and make decisions without being programmed to do them.



3.2. Black box

According to [Pasquale 2015], black box means a system whose workings are mysterious,
i.e., given an input, an output is generated and we cannot see how it was produced (the
means that were used to generate this output).

3.3. Discrimination

Discrimination is the manifestation of some prejudice in which a specific social group
ends up being the target of negative attitudes. This negative behavior occurs due to dis-
agreement with the characteristics of these groups, whether in ideas, attitudes, or ideolo-
gies, originating from prejudice regarding any of these characteristics [Parker 2012].

Although discrimination is related to prejudice, it is important to distinguish them.
Prejudice is related to psychological aspects, coming from baseless opinions based on
ignorance and preconceived ideas. On the other hand, discrimination is the activation of
prejudice concerning some attitude, i.e., while prejudice is something internal to a person,
discrimination is the externalization of this prejudice.

Therefore, every discrimination is originated from some prejudice, some of which
are considered crimes and, consequently, may have some legal punishment.

3.4. AI discrimination

AI discrimination occurs when unfair predictions are made. When AI algorithms
lower one social group concerning another, this algorithm performs discrimination
[Olteanu et al. 2019, Caton and Haas 2020]. Although there are people who see AI as a
totally objective technology [Rosa et al. 2020], studies have shown that the existing preju-
dice in society can affect it. [Bissoto et al. 2019] conducted a study on biases of machine
learning algorithms for skin cancer prognosis. In this study, they trained two machine
learning models: one of them would only have the images as input and the other model
would also have access to clinical information about the lesions. The results showed that,
despite both models having a high performance in the training stage, for new data, the
second model’s predictions were worse. This demonstrated that, if unnecessary informa-
tion is provided, it can deceive and introduce a bias in it. Also, this study showed that, by
removing this unnecessary clinical information, the model did not present bias.

Therefore, unnecessary data can introduce bias in machine learning models, and,
by removing this data, model performance does not get worse; on the contrary: improve
it.

4. Methodology

Our goal is to do a literature review looking for scientific productions reporting facts about
discrimination caused by AI in order to analyze its cause and how it would be possible to
prevent such discrimination from happening again. To this end, we evaluate the following
research questions (RQs):

RQ1: What are the causes of discrimination by AI?

RQ2: Is it possible to develop a strategy to prevent discrimination by AI?



To carry out the analysis, a literature review strategy was applied. Our goal was to
identify scientific works produced in the last twelve years that address the origins of AI
discrimination or works that propose a strategy to deal with this problem. Our inclusion
criteria for scientific works were the following:

1. the paper addresses AI discrimination;
2. the paper has been published in the last twelve years.

On the other hand, our exclusion criteria were the following:

1. it was not possible to read the complete version of the paper;
2. the paper addresses AI discrimination, but it does not present a strategy for dealing

with it, nor does it addresses the origins of this problem.

With this search, we obtained 73 papers. After reading their title and abstract, we
applied the inclusion and exclusion criteria, leaving six works: three related to the causes
of AI discrimination and the rest with strategies on how to deal with it. All selected papers
were read in full so that the situations of discrimination involving AI presented in these
publications could be analyzed.

5. Results
In this section, we present and analyze the results with respect to the established research
questions. The analyses are presented in two parts: 1) the results of the analyses con-
ducted to answer RQ1 and 2) the results of the analyses conducted to answer RQ2.

5.1. Answering RQ1
AI is widely used in society, and most of the tools to solve these problems are the so-
called ”black box” models (Section 3.2). Consequently, AI algorithms are used without
understanding how it came to a certain conclusion [von Eschenbach 2021]. Thus, in cases
of AI discrimination, detecting the factor that induced it becomes a hard challenge.

Furthermore, there is another problem that contributes to discrimination in an AI
application: human bias. Bias has a big influence on the manifestation of discrimination,
and because of this, it is common to find the word bias as a synonym for discrimination.
However, it is worth noting that not all bias is negative and will result in discrimination.
According to [Ferrer et al. 2021], bias is a deviation from the standard, being necessary
in some cases to identify the existence of statistical patterns in the data used. Finally,
[Ferrer et al. 2021] explains the three most famous causes where bias can be introduced
into systems: modeling bias, training bias, and usage bias.

Modeling bias is most often introduced in the selection and manipulation of the
dataset to be used in AI training [Ferrer et al. 2021]. It can be introduced by compensat-
ing, smoothing or regularization of parameters (algorithmic processing bias), as well as
manipulating objective categories to make them subjective (algorithmic focus bias). This
bias is more detailed in [Mujtaba and Mahapatra 2019], which states that the bias of the
analyst (the human who manipulates the data in data modeling) is transferred to the model
with the selection of features used in the model. This happens because some features may
not be relevant in the application of the model or may arise because of erroneous data or
low reliability, resulting in lower accuracy of predictions for a specific group. Even hid-
ing an unnecessary attribute, the algorithm can still, in some cases, infer it from the other



attributes and thus become biased. The example cited in [Mujtaba and Mahapatra 2019],
regarding the Amazon hiring application, makes this type of bias very clear. Despite re-
moving the gender attribute from the model, the system gave lower grades to women’s
curricula when it discovered this characteristic through the list of educational institutions
in the curriculum (all-female or all-male college).

Training bias is introduced into the training step when a dataset has some
bias. If a dataset is biased, the algorithm will eventually learn to apply this
bias [Mujtaba and Mahapatra 2019]. A dataset can have two types of distor-
tion [Ferrer et al. 2021]: the lack of representation of the characteristics of a population
(representing an inequality situation) or being distorted through the training labels. The
origin of label bias can come from a human who has somehow transferred their biased
view (modeling bias) or when an item label contains a vague description of the outcome
that can result in unfair predictions. In [Mujtaba and Mahapatra 2019], label bias is ex-
plained through an exemplification: a classifier model is chosen to label a candidate as a
”good” or ”bad” hire. In this way, many factors can be obscured by the prediction, and it
is suggested to model different ways in which a candidate is considered a ”good” hire.

Finally, usage bias can be seen in two different contexts [Ferrer et al. 2021], inter-
pretation bias and context transfer bias. When we apply an algorithm designed to predict
characteristics of a specific population to others than the trained one, we have context
transfer bias. Interpretation bias is when the wrong interpretation of the algorithm result
leads to discriminatory actions.

Thus, we verified that the bias inserted in the applications and the difficulty of
finding and correcting the origin of the bias in the ”black box” models are the main factors
(Figure 1) that contribute to most of the discrimination committed by AI.

Figure 1. Main causes of AI discrimination

5.2. Answering RQ2
Cleaning training dataset [Hajian et al. 2011] is a method that has shown effectiveness in
preventing AI discrimination. In the study, algorithms are used to make training datasets
as discrimination-free as possible. The results obtained in this work showed that, when
performing cleaning training dataset correctly, there is very little loss of information, and
it has a high degree of discrimination prevention. In the worst case of the experiments, the
DPD metric (Discrimination Prevention Degree - measure to assess success in preventing
discrimination) was 90.90, with the maximum being 100, demonstrating excellent perfor-
mance in preventing discrimination by AI when performing cleaning training dataset.

Visual analytics system [Sperrle et al. 2019] consists of encapsulating the AI al-
gorithm to bring humans closer to the algorithms. This allows humans to check if there is



any discriminatory factor and to take action if necessary. This work proposes the use of
the ’human-trust-modeling’ model, which consists of the user’s interaction with AI mod-
els gradually so that it is calibrated with the help of the user and avoids being biased. To
prevent the user from introducing bias during this process, the work proposes to compare
the user’s interaction with the interactions of other agents, whether real or virtual. In this
way, it would be possible to detect and avoid possible discrimination by AI that may not
have been avoided in the previous step (cleaning training dataset).

An analysis made by [Borgesius 2020] has verified what has been done in the
legal field to prevent AI discrimination. In this work, the main data protection laws are
analyzed, the largest and most important being the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR). This is a very strict security and privacy law, and it imposes obligations that
companies anywhere in the world have to comply with when handling data from people in
the European Union. The GDPR has an article (article 22) that combats discrimination by
fully automated AI, providing greater protection to people against possible discrimination
that AI can commit against them.

Based on the three strategies mentioned above, we proposed a strategy called DHJ
(Data-Human-Juridic). This strategy (Figure 2) encompasses all three intending to further
reduce cases of discrimination by AI applying three steps. The ”Data” step proposes ap-
plying dataset training cleaning on input data. The next step (”Human”) brings humans to
the model learning process to detect possible discrimination committed during the learn-
ing process. But these methods do not prevent AI discrimination completely. So, if the
two previous steps were not enough to prevent AI discrimination, then discrimination hap-
pened. To deal with it, we created the ”Juridic” whose goal is to amortize its effects on
people who can suffer from this. This can be done with specific laws that protect people
from AI discrimination, such as article 22 of GDPR, applying punishments to responsible
organizations and compensating victims.

Figure 2. Data-human-juridic (DHJ) strategy

6. Conclusion and future works
Discrimination is in everything that has human participation, including AI. Several works
have been developed to prevent AI discrimination, but they could be better performance if
used together with other techniques. In this paper, we analyzed the origins of AI discrim-
ination and proposed a strategy to prevent new cases of AI discrimination from occurring.
For this, we carried out a literature review to verify the causes of AI discrimination as



well as what has been done to deal with it. We verified that the causes are related to the
input data, which reflects the discrimination that exists in reality as well as the difficulty
in understanding how the machine learning models learned from the data, given that they
are seen as a black box by users.

To deal with AI discrimination, we proposed a strategy called DHJ (Data-Human-
Juridic), with tries to prevent discrimination by applying three steps: dataset training
cleaning (the ”Data” step), bringing humans to the model learning process to deal with
the black box problem (the ”Human” step) and, if these methods were not enough to
prevent AI discrimination, then discrimination happened. To deal with it, we created the
”Juridic” step whose goal is to amortize discrimination effects on people who can suffer
from this applying punishments to responsible organizations and compensating victims.
In future works, we hope to apply the proposed strategy and evaluate its performance
when put into practice.
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